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Abstract

1.

Quantum computers represent a novel kind of programmable hardware with properties and restrictions that are distinct from those of
classical computers. We investigate how some existing abstractions
and programming language features developed within the programming languages community can be adapted to expose the unique capabilities of quantum computers to programmers while at the same
time allowing them to manage the new and unfamiliar constraints
of programming a quantum device.
We introduce QuaFL, a statically typed domain-specific programming language for writing high-level definitions of algorithms
that can be compiled into logical quantum circuits. The primary
purpose of QuaFL is to support programmers in defining high-level
yet physically realizable quantum algorithms and in helping them
make informed decisions about implementation trade-offs. QuaFL
allows programmers to use high-level data structures including integers, fixed point reals, and arrays within quantum algorithms, and
to explicitly define superpositions and unitary transformations on
data. The QuaFL type system allows programmers to distinguish
between classical and quantum portions of a program, uses a variant of linear types and an orthogonality checking algorithm to ensure the quantum portions are physically realizable, and provides
type size annotations that can facilitate automated computation of
the quantities of quantum resources that will be necessary to run
the compiled program (i.e., a logical quantum circuit).

Quantum computers represent a novel kind of programmable hardware with properties and restrictions that are distinct from the properties of classical computers. For example, quantum computers
make it possible to operate on data that is in superposition (i.e., it
is in multiple states at once). Also, the separation between storage
and computation is handled differently in quantum computers; instead of a small, fixed number of CPUs that perform instructions on
data loaded from memory, within a quantum computer operations
can be applied to any qubit at any point in time. This means that
naively applying the sequential, control-flow-based interpretation
of algorithms used in some imperative programming languages for
classical computers may lead to inefficient results when employed
with a quantum computer. Computations performed by quantum
computers must also be reversible in order to run on a quantum
computer, and the costs associated with performing large computations (in terms of both data operated upon and time taken to perform
a computation) may be significantly different from the costs of running a classical computer. For example, memory that can store data
in superposition might be significantly more expensive than memory that can store data in classical computers. These properties of
quantum computers, inherited from quantum mechanics, constitute
an opportunity to deliver new programming abstractions that can
be exploited by programmers to solve problems more efficiently.
For example, with the right abstractions, programmers might find
ways to effectively deal with the higher cost of maintaining data in
superposition by exploiting the parallel nature of quantum computers (e.g., if programmers have at their disposal the naturally parallelizable language constructs found in functional programming languages). However, building new programming abstractions is also
a challenge because the properties and constraints of quantum computers may be unintuitive to programmers who are accustomed to
working with classical computers.
In this work we view quantum computers as an alternative kind
of programmable device (not unlike GPUs, FPGAs, motes, or entire services such as cloud storage or computation infrastructures,
software-defined networks, and so on) that has its own unique characteristics and trade-offs. Guided by the known properties of quantum computers and the hypothesis that quantum computers are
likely to be just one device in a larger toolbox, we identity some
possible device-specific abstractions (i.e., programming language
features) a programmable quantum computer may be able to support. We also investigate how some of the tools developed by the
programming languages community can help programmers navigate the unique cost-benefit trade-offs they face when choosing to
employ a quantum computer, either in isolation (i.e., without feed-
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Introduction

back of the quantum computation results into the classical controlling computer) or in concert with a classical computer.
We approach this problem by introducing a domain-specific language for programming quantum computers. The purpose of the
language is not to investigate the theoretical properties of quantum
computation or to provide a full-featured programming language
for classical computers, but to use tools developed by the programming languages community to address the practical problems and
trade-offs of using a quantum computer.
QuaFL is a statically typed domain-specific programming language for writing high-level definitions of algorithms intended to
be compiled into quantum circuits and executed on quantum computing devices. The design of the language is utilitarian in nature:
the primary goal is to support scalable compilation to logical quantum circuits of algorithms containing at least some of the features
and abstractions commonly found in high-level programming languages.
QuaFL allows programmers to describe quantum computations
that operate over “high-level” data types including integers, floating point numbers, and arrays. In other words, such high-level data
types can be put into superposition within an algorithm implemented using QuaFL. The language also allows programmers to
define unitary transformations on this data in an abstract way using
pattern matching. The QuaFL type system is designed to help programmers manage their use of the capabilities of a quantum computer by distinguishing between quantum and classical data types
and data flows (with quantum data types treated somewhat like linear types). The type system is also designed with the importance
of the cost of memory in mind: explicit type size annotations for
quantum types are required in order to support quantum circuit size
estimation and synthesis capabilities.
The QuaFL programming language supports a functional programming style, though it also provides some features for writing
imperative programs. The ability to program in a functional style
lets programmers impose fewer restrictions on control flow during
evaluation. This is a more faithful reflection of the target representation to which algorithms using quantum computers must be
compiled: quantum circuits make it possible to apply mutually independent operations simultaneously to ranges of qubits. Because
a QuaFL programmer is not directed to introduce into an algorithm
implementation any control flow or sequential dependencies where
none are required, it is less likely that opportunities to apply operations in parallel are lost at the logical quantum circuit level, and the
QuaFL compiler can generate parallel (or, parallelizable through
low-level optimization) quantum circuit descriptions where it is
possible. The user is assumed to be a physicist, mathematician, or
computer scientist with some mathematical background that would
prefer to work on quantum algorithms at a more abstract level:
quantum algorithms are functions (i.e., unitary transformations).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
a high-level context for the work presented in this paper. Section 3
describes some of the salient features the QuaFL programming
language and illustrates how it can be used to implement algorithms
for quantum computers. Section 4 discusses the QuaFL kind and
type system. In Section 5, related work is reviewed; we conclude
and outline future work in Section 6.

2.

Background and Motivation

Quantum computers are devices that can use the most general computational primitives allowed by the laws of physics as currently
understood [6]. Various results in complexity theory indicate that
quantum computers are strictly more powerful than the “classical”
computers in use today [13]. Just as high-level programming languages facilitate the compact and correct description of complex
algorithms in a classical computer, we expect that a high-level pro-

gramming language for quantum computers—a quantum programming language—will do the same for algorithms in a quantum computer.
However, due to the fundamental differences in how these devices operate, programming languages for classical computers cannot guarantee programmers access to the features of quantum computers that provide this additional power. For example, the nocloning theorem [18] states that there is no general physical operation that can duplicate quantum values without disturbance, simply
because physical operations that do not disturb the state must be
linear transformations. This exemplifies that quantum languages require additional constraints in order to guarantee correct translation
to physically realizable operations.
There exists earlier and ongoing work on quantum programming languages [3, 8–10, 14, 15]. The focus of these other efforts
has been largely the low-level description of quantum circuits or
linear transformations of quantum states for the purposes of, e.g.,
simulation in a classical computer.
Our work is distinguished by a focus on the development of
a domain-specific (as opposed to general-purpose) programming
language that has a minimal but sufficient collection of features
and can be compiled to quantum circuits with explicit tracking of
quantum computational resources. The design of our language also
deviates from these previous efforts by focusing on abstract descriptions of quantum computation, i.e., without explicit reference
to quantum circuits. Instead, computation is described as transformations of abstract data structures that must satisfy kind- and typedependent constraints, which in turn are constructed to ensure compilation into physically realizable operations, as well as a clear separation of the classical and quantum parts of the program in order
to facilitate the tracking and estimation of the resources required to
realize the algorithm.
The target user base for QuaFL are physicists, mathematicians
and computer scientists designing new and potentially complex
high-level quantum algorithms that exploit the unique features of
quantum computers. Abstracting away the low-level implementation details of the quantum computer will make such high level
efforts more tractable for users; it will also make it possible to approach in a more modular manner the problem of algorithm and circuit compilation and optimization for different hypothetical quantum computer architectures still under research and development.

3.

QuaFL Language

The QuaFL programming language is being developed as part of a
larger quantum programming tool chain, including an interactive
development environment, a compiler, a circuit description language and intermediate representation, optimization and resource
estimation tools, and other components that support logical quantum circuit synthesis for different hypothetical quantum computer
architectures. One of the back-end outputs of the QuaFL compiler
is a logical quantum circuit description. Logical quantum circuits
are the standard symbolic representation for reversible quantum
computations that can be implemented on a quantum computer (although they still abstract away many of the realities and details of
quantum computer architectures). The QuaFL compiler can also
generate a rich, detailed, interactive HTML report describing the results of the static analysis algorithms applied to the abstract syntax
of the input program. This interactive HTML report has multiple
pages, each corresponding to different views and interpretations of
the abstract syntax. In this paper, we focus on presenting the QuaFL
programming language.
3.1

QuaFL Abstract Syntax

Table 1 provides a definition of the abstract syntax for programs,
statements and expressions. A program is a collection of one or
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variable x, f
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N
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b
u
i
w
q
r
v
δ
σ
c
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∈
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::=
|

{0, 1}
Z+
Z
Q
Q
R
C
UserConstants
UserConstants
true | false | i | pi | e | δ
b | u | i | w | q | r | v

prefix op. o1

::=
|
|
|
|

! | – | sqrt | log
hadamard | not | phase
cnot | toffoli | fredkin
paulix | pauliy | pauliz
phasex | phasey | phasez

infix op. o2

::=
|
|

+ | – | * | / | ^ | || | &&
++ | << | >> | or | and | mod
== | != | < | > | <= | >=

pattern p

::=

expression e

::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

x
c | o1 | o2 | e1 e2
ket c
ctrl x
measure e
discard e
if e1 then e1 else e2
def ( x : τ ) = e1 ; e2
fun f ( x : τ ) : τ { e1 } ; e2
cmb f ( x : τ ) : τ { e1 } ; e2
( e1 , ... , en )
array( e1 , ... , en )
replacing e1 ( e2 as x ) { e3 }
match e0 { p1 => e1 ;...; pn => en }

statement s

::=
|
|
|

e
enum δ { δ1 | ... | δn }
type σ = τ
size x = a

module M

::=

module x s1 ; . . . ; sn

bit
unsign. int.
integer
fixed-pt.
rational
real
complex
constructor
type syn.
constant

The actual implementation of the abstract syntax data structure also
reserves space for any results of the type checking algorithms.

| c | ( p1 , ... , pn )

Table 1. Abstract syntax for the QuaFL programming language.
Note that τ and a are defined in Table 3.
more modules. Each module has its own namespace and consists
of a collection of definitions of type synonyms, type size variables,
user-defined enumerated types, values, and functions. Types are defined in Section 4.1. For concision, we adopt the following notations: x = x1 , . . . , xn , τ = τ1 , . . . , τn , x : τ = x1 : τ1 , . . . , xn :
τn , and x 7→ τ = x1 7→ τ1 , . . . , xn 7→ τn . Note also that τ and a
which appear in Table 1, are defined in Table 3.
Within the implementation of the abstract syntax data structure
in the QuaFL compiler, user-specified type annotations are explicitly associated with the abstract syntax constructs where applicable.

QuaFL Features and Examples

The features of the QuaFL language are designed to expose the
capabilities and limitations of a quantum computing device to the
user, and to help the user organize and make informed decisions
about the quantum portions of the program.
Quantizable, quantum, and control value types. In a QuaFL
program, values fall into two categories: those that can be stored
in classical memory, and those that can be encoded in regions
of qubits within a logical quantum circuit. QuaFL behaves like a
functional language in terms of variable assignment and variable
scope: any individual variable is not an alias for a region of qubits
that persists during program execution; rather, a variable is a name
for the state of some region of qubits at a certain point in time
(or, more generally, at a certain point in the data flow within a
simulation of a quantum circuit).
The distinction between classical and quantum values is that
quantum values can be in superposition (corresponding to the fact
that the qubits used to encode those values within a logical quantum
circuit can be in superposition). The measure construct takes a
quantum value, and returns a classical value non-deterministically.
This function represents the measurement of a quantum state in the
computational basis. As a simple example of how this feature can
be used, we can consider the following random bit generator that
can be run on a quantum computer (note that unsigned integers
are represented in the QuaFL concrete syntax as bit strings, e.g.,
0b001).
def superposition : qu bit = hadamard(0b0);
def random_bit : bit = measure(superposition);

As is well known in the quantum information community, quantum states cannot be cloned. This is a consequence of the linearity of quantum mechanics. Thus, multiple uses of a variable representing a quantum value must be forbidden under certain circumstances. For example, the following function cannot be compiled to
a logical quantum circuit because a is used twice.
fun implicit_clone (a: qu bit, b: qu bit): qu bit {
def c: qu bit = hadamard(a);
cnot(b, a); // return
}

The discard construct allows programmers to adhere to the
requirement that all quantum values must be used exactly once
within the program. The following is allowed.
fun noise (a: qu bit): qu bit {
def anc: qu bit = hadamard(0b0);
def (junk: qu bit, result: qu bit) = cnot(anc, a);
discard(junk);
result; // return
}

However, it is not always the case that quantum values must be
used exactly once. In particular, if the way in which the value is
used is such that it corresponds to the way a control qubit is used
in a logical quantum circuit, a value can be used more than once.
In the example in Figure 1, a is used twice. The first time it is
used, it appears in the condition of an if expression (implicitly, as

a control), which is why it is not consumed, and may be consumed
by the second use when a Hadamard transform is applied to it.

fun bell_basis_change (a: qu bit, b: qu bit)
: qu bit * qu bit {
defq b =
if (a == 0b1) {
not(b);
} else {
b;
}
defq a = hadamard(a);
(a, b);
}

sion are orthogonal to one another).1 The following is an implementation of the Hadamard transform on a single qubit.
fun hadamard ( x: qu bit ) : qu bit {
match x {
0b0 => ket(0b0) + ket(0b1);
0b1 => ket(0b0) - ket(0b1);
}
}

Because the output of the Hadamard corresponds to a computational basis state of the input in a superposition, it is necessary
to wrap the superposition values with the ket construct to make it
clear that + and - here signify the superposition of two quantum
states, and not arithmetic over the values representing those states.
For more examples, Figure 2 lists implementations of several
standard logical quantum gates using the QuaFL match and ket
constructs.2 Figure 5 provides yet another QuaFL implementation
of a transform found in the literature [4].

Figure 1. Example QuaFL implementation of a transformation
from the Bell basis into the computational basis (with image of
compiled quantum circuit below). This implementation is presented
only to illustrate QuaFL features; much more compact implementations are possible. This image was generated using QCViewer [1].

fun phase (x: qu bit): qu bit {
match x {
0b0 => 0b1;
0b1 => i * ket(0b0);
}
}

For another example, Figure 3 presents a QuaFL implementation of Deutsch’s Algorithm [5], a common example used to
demonstrate how quantum computers can provide significant speedup
over classical computers under specific circumstances.

fun fredkin (c1: ctrl bit, t1: qu bit, t2: qu bit)
: qu bit * qu bit {
match (c1, t1, t2) {
(0b1, _, _) => (t2, t1);
_
=> (t1, t2);
}
}

Constants and data types. QuaFL supports a variety of numerical
types that can be stored in classical memory and can be used in
classical computations (including complex numbers with rational
components), as well as several types that can be quantum: bits,
boolean values, unsigned integers (which can be represented in the
QuaFL concrete syntax as bit strings, e.g., 0b001), signed integers,
and fixed-point reals. The language also supports quantum arrays
of any values that can be quantum (including arrays); this means
that in a QuaFL program, arrays can be put into superposition.
Special features have been introduced for updating quantum arrays.
In particular, a replacing construct makes it possible to update
individual entries within quantum arrays.
The ket and match constructs. The ket construct makes it possible to put values that have quantum types into superpositions. For
example, we can put the values 0b0 and 0b1 into superposition
explicitly (this corresponds to applying a Hadamard transform to
0b0).
def superposition : qu bit = ket(0b0) + ket(0b1);

The pattern-matching notation found in popular functional languages such as Standard ML and Haskell has been adapted in
QuaFL for use in defining explicit unitary transformations. The
QuaFL match construct makes it possible to explicitly list a collection of patterns against which to match a value, and to specify
how the value of the overall match expression should be computed
for each branch. The difference between classical variants of this
construct and the QuaFL match construct is that it is possible to
use match expressions to specify superpositions, and thus, unitary
transformations (as long as all the branches of the match expres-

fun pauliy (b : qu bit): qu bit {
match (b) {
0b0 => i*ket(0b1);
0b1 => -i*ket(0b0);
}
}

Figure 2. Implementations of some common logical quantum
gates using the QuaFL match and ket constructs.

Classical combinational functions. QuaFL allows programmers
to define a classical function that can then be applied to quantum
data (i.e., data that may be in superposition).3 The only restriction is
that all the input and output types must be quantizable (an example
of a combinational function definition is provided in Figure 4).
1 While

QuaFL makes it possible to express any unitary as a match expression, it can be highly expensive and impractical to compile some unitary
transformations defined in this way (especially unitaries of high dimension)
into a finite sequence of logical quantum gates. This construct is intended
to be used to express relatively sparse or small unitaries.
2 Though it is possible to use the match construct to define these gates,
they are provided as built-in constants within QuaFL (see Table 1). This
facilitates direct compilation of these operations into logical quantum gates.
3 The QuaFL compiler automatically transforms classical combinational
function definitions defined in QuaFL into reversible quantum circuits.

// Deutsch’s algorithm: determines whether
// a boolean function f (wrapped inside the
// quantum function uf) is constant.
fun is_constant (
uf: qu bit * ctrl bit -> qu bit
) : bool {
def a : qu bit = hadamard(0b0);
def ancilla : qu bit = hadamard(0b1);

def reflection_internal (dir: qu uint[2])
: qu uint[2] {
match dir {
0b00 => (-1/3) * ket(0b00) + (2/3) * ket(0b01)
+ (2/3) * ket(0b11);
0b01 =>

(2/3) * ket(0b00) - (1/3) * ket(0b01)
+ (2/3) * ket(0b11);

0b11 =>

(2/3) * ket(0b00) + (2/3) * ket(0b01)
- (1/3) * ket(0b11);

def ancilla : qu bit = uf(ancilla, control(a));
def a : qu bit = hadamard(a);
discard(ancilla);
measure(a) == 0b0; // return

_

=> dir;

}
}

}

Figure 3. Implementation of Deutsch’s algorithm in QuaFL (with
image of compiled quantum circuit below). This image was generated using QCViewer [1].

def reflection_root (dir: qu uint[2])
: qu uint[2]{
match dir {
0b00 => (2 - sqrt(N)) * ket(0b00)
+ (2*sqrt(sqrt(N)-1)) * ket(0b01);
0b01 => (2*sqrt(sqrt(N)-1)) * ket(0b00)
+ (sqrt(N) - 2) * ket(0b01);
0b11 => - ket(0b11);
_
=> dir;
}
}

Figure 5. More examples of unitary transformations defined using
QuaFL match expressions.
cmb main (x: uint[4]) : uint[1] {
def c1: uint[4] = 0b0001;
def c3: uint[4] = 0b0011;
def u0: uint[4] = x;
def u1: uint[4] = (c3 * u0);
def u2: uint[4] = u1[0] ++ u1[3] ++ u1[2] ++ u1[1];
def u3: uint[4] = c3 * (u2 + c1);
def u4: uint[4] = u3[0] ++ u3[3] ++ u3[2] ++ u3[1];
u4[3];
}

Figure 4. Combinational implementation of an oracle for the
Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm.

4.

Currently, the QuaFL type system is monomorphic and the compiler does only very limited type inference of constants (thus requiring explicit type annotations for all variables in input programs).
The absence of polymorphic features or type inference is not necessarily due to any inherent infeasibility; rather, it is a reflection
of the focus of the work being presented: distinguishing between
quantum and classical data instances and operations, and requiring explicit type size annotations. Potential extensions to the type
system are discussed in Section 6.
4.1

QuaFL Kinds and Types

Table 2 presents the abstract syntax for QuaFL kinds, and Table 3
presents the abstract syntax for QuaFL types.

Type System

The features of the QuaFL language’s type system serve three specific goals: (1) to allow programmers to distinguish between quantum and classical resources and computations within a program; (2)
to ensure that quantum portions of programs adhere to constraints
that guarantee the physical realizability of the program on a quantum computer; and (3) to allow the compiler to transform QuaFL
programs into quantum circuit descriptions with full information
about the resources necessary to represent high-level data structures as regions of qubits within the logical quantum circuit.
Towards these ends, the QuaFL type system has a unique kind
system that imposes restrictions on the types of data that can be
represented as quantum data. It also supports a variant of linear
types that makes it possible to use quantum values under control
constructs an arbitrary number of times while still requiring that
they are used exactly once in non-control contexts.4
4 Linear

types are often used for data instances with persistent state. In this
context, they are used for a slightly different purpose, which necessitates
some deviation from the usual typing rules for linear types.

kind κ

::=

type | quantizable | ket | quantum | control

Table 2. Abstract syntax for QuaFL kinds.
4.2

QuaFL Kind and Type Inference Rules

Table 4 presents the kind inference rules for QuaFL types. We
define ∆ to be a context mapping variables to type size terms
(defined in Table 3), and we define Σ to be a context mapping userdefined type synonyms to actual types. Let ∆∅ and Σ∅ represent
the empty contexts.
In QuaFL, a type can be of kind quantizable (meaning values
of that type can be represented both as data in the memory of
classical computers and as qubits within logical quantum circuits),
ket (meaning the value of that type is a symbolic representation
of a superposition), quantum (meanings values of that type are
data within a logical quantum circuit at that point in the program),

n
x
⊕
a

∈
∈
::=
::=

N
Variables
+ | – | * | / | ^
n | x | a1 ⊕ a2 | log a

enum. type δ
base type β

∈
::=
|
|

UserConstants
bit | bool | δ
int | rational | real | complex
uint[ a ] | sint[ a ] | fixedreal[ a1 , a2 ]

type syn. σ
type τ

∈
::=
|
|

UserConstants
β | σ | array[ τ , a ]
τ 1 ∗ . . . ∗ τ2 | τ1 → τ2 | τ1 ↔ τ2
qu τ | ctrl τ | ket τ | ( τ )

natural
variable
infix op.
size

Table 3. Abstract syntax for QuaFL types.

quantum control (meaning the values at that point in the program
are represented by qubits that are being used as control qubits
by some gate or gates), or type (meaning values of that type are
represented as data or operations only within a classical computer).
The kind system imposes restrictions on what types can exist. For example, function types cannot be quantum reflecting that
functions cannot be represented as qubits within a logical quantum
circuit (e.g., qu (bool → bool) has no kind, so it is not a valid
type). Also notice that the kind system enforces canonical representations of quantizable and quantum data types. For example,
the type array[qu bit, n] is not a valid type; the correct way to
indicate that a value is an array of qubits is to assign it the type
qu array[bit, n]. Type size parameters can contain variables that
are defined globally in the module using the size statement.
Table 5 contains a selection of the type inference rules for
QuaFL expressions.5 We define Γ to be a context mapping all
variables to types (including those of a quantum type), and we
define Φ to be a context mapping quantum variables to types. Let
Γ∅ and Φ∅ be the empty contexts. Let ] represent disjoint union
of contexts. We introduce two separate contexts for variables in
order to accommodate the possibility that a quantum resource is
used more than once as a control.
Note that in the rule A PP F UN in Table 5, the function expression e1 that is being applied is constrained to contain no quantum
resources since the premise for e1 has context Φ∅ . The F UN rule
does not allow variables with quantum types that might be in the
surrounding context to be used inside the body of a function definition; thus, the premise for the function body e0 extends an empty
context Φ∅ with the local variables that have quantum types. The
C MB rule for defining classical combinational functions requires
that all argument types and the return type must be quantizable.
Each bitwise, boolean, arithmetic, and relational operator constant in QuaFL can be implemented in multiple ways as a logical
quantum circuit. In particular, it is often possible to allow operations that store results either in place or out of place (i.e., the result
of the operation can be stored either in the same qubits in which a
part of the input was stored, or in a “fresh” region of qubits). Thus,
each operator constant in QuaFL may have multiple types.
A large variety of linear type systems and related variants have
been proposed in the literature [2, 7, 11, 16, 17]. But the QuaFL
type system must impose a constraint that is arguably distinct from
the constraints linear type systems are typically designed to impose.
5 While

there exists a prototype implementation of a type-checking QuaFL
compiler, it is still under development, so there is no definitive or complete
collection of type inference rules at this time.

In particular, variables that have quantum types must be used exactly once, but may be used as a form of “control” (corresponding
to control qubits in logical quantum circuits) arbitrarily many times
without restrictions. Thus, the QuaFL type system treats values of
quantum types as resources that must be used exactly once in a
non-control context. However, in the rule VAR C TRL, all mappings
in the context Γ that map a variable to a control quantum type are
available to be used; this ensures that variables of a quantum control type can be used any number of times.6 Note also that in the
I F E LSE Q rule, all branches must use the same quantum variables.
It should be possible to define a semantics for QuaFL in terms of
logical quantum circuits and/or unitary transformations (i.e., matrices) of quantum states; it would then be possible to formally specify a soundness property for the type system that corresponds to the
physical realizability of a QuaFL program as a quantum computation. A formalization of the semantics to support the definition and
proof of such a property is the subject of ongoing work.
The problem facing a QuaFL programmer is not just strict adherence to usage of quantum resources that ensures physical realizability, but also the management of trade-offs in situations where
resources may be used in different ways that lead to different efficiency consequences. For example, there exist variants of circuits
for arithmetic operations that store results in place when compiled,
and so do not require a separate collection of qubits for the result,
and variants that store results out of place when compiled, requiring a greater number of qubits. A programmer may choose to use
an in-place operator, but this means that the second input to the operator is consumed and cannot be reused. Programmers can choose
to make trade-offs between in-place and out-of-place operators by
specifying whether the quantum data to which the operators are applied is of a type that has kind control or quantum. The interactive
HTML report generated as output by the QuaFL compiler indicates
explicitly all locations in which the out-of-place operator appears.7
4.3

Type Error Reporting and the End-user Interface

Type systems are designed to detect type errors in a program. These
errors must then be communicated to the programmer. Effective
error reporting can be challenging, especially when type systems
support features such as linear types. These challenges arise due to
the variety of distinct type errors that can be reported, as well as the
quantity of errors that may be detected in a program. The QuaFL
compiler addresses this problem by incorporating techniques and
interface features being developed and investigated in work on accessibility and integration of formal analysis and verification tools
and techniques [12]. Figure 6 presents an example of an annotated,
interactive HTML report containing type checking results.

5.

Related Work

There exists earlier and ongoing work on quantum programming
languages [3, 8–10, 14, 15]. The focus of these other efforts has
been largely the explicit description of quantum circuits or linear
transformations of quantum states for the purposes of, e.g., simulation in a classical computer.
Ömer [14] developed the first real quantum programming language, the C-inspired imperative language QCL, which focused on
6 The

QuaFL compiler output includes among its analysis results a view of
the abstract syntax that indicates all locations where variables are used in
multiple locations as controls. While multiple uses of a quantum control
variable is allowed, it can sometimes be costly to compile such QuaFL
programs into logical quantum circuits.
7 Determining how in-place and out-of-place operators are compiled (e.g.,
to logical quantum circuits), and how qubits should be managed under these
two possible circumstances, is the task of a QuaFL compiler; such low-level
details of memory management are not exposed to QuaFL users.

S IZE N

S MP Q

n∈N
∆ ` JnK ∈ N

S IZE V

τ ∈ {bit, bool, δ}
` τ : quantizable

∆(x) = n

S MP T

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Σ; ∆ ` τi : κi
Σ; ∆ ` τ1 ∗ . . . ∗ τn : type

P RD T

C LAT

Σ; ∆ ` τ : quantizable
Σ; ∆ ` τ : type

S GN T

FNT

K ET T

S IZE I N

∆ ` log JaK ∈ N

τ ∈ {int, rational, real, complex}
` τ : type

∆ ` JaK ∈ N
Σ; ∆ ` uint[a] : quantizable

U NS T

∆ ` JaK ∈ N

S IZE P RE

∆ ` JxK ∈ N

∆ ` Σ(σ) : κ
Σ; ∆ ` σ : κ

S YN T

∆ ` JaK ∈ N
Σ; ∆ ` sint[a] : quantizable

Σ; ∆ ` τ1 : κ1
Σ; ∆ ` τ2 : κ2
Σ; ∆ ` τ1 → τ2 : type

Σ; ∆ ` τ : quantizable
Σ; ∆ ` ket τ : ket

∆ ` Ja1 K ∈ N

C MB T

∆ ` JaK ∈ N ∆ ` JbK ∈ N
Σ; ∆ ` fixedreal[a, b] : quantizable

Σ; ∆ ` τ1 : quantizable Σ; ∆ ` τ2 : quantizable
Σ; ∆ ` τ1 ↔ τ2 : type

Σ; ∆ ` τ : quantizable
Σ; ∆ ` qu τ : quantum

Q UAT

⊕ ∈ {+, -, *, /, ˆ}

Σ; ∆ ` τ : quantizable ∆ ` JaK ∈ N
Σ; ∆ ` array[τ , a] : quantizable

A RRT

FXT

∆ ` Ja2 K ∈ N

∆ ` Ja1 ⊕ a2 K ∈ N

C TRT

Σ; ∆ ` τ : quantum
Σ; ∆ ` ctrl τ : control

Table 4. Kind inference rules for QuaFL programming language types.

b ∈ {0, 1}
` b : bit

B IT

u ∈ Z+
u < 2n
` u : uint[n]

U NS

VAR

F UN

b ∈ {true, false}
` b : bool
S GN

I NT

i∈Z
` i : int

Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` e : ket τ
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` e : qu τ

Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ1 ` e0 : (τ1 , . . . , τn )

Q UANTUM

q∈Q
` q : rational

R ATIONAL

u ∈ Z+
−2n + 1 < i < 2n
` i : sint[n + 1]

Σ; ∆ ` τ : κ
κ ∈ {type, quantizable}
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` x : τ

Γ(x) = τ

K ET Q UANTUM

D EF

B OOL

FX

R EAL

r ∈ R ] {pi, e}
` r : real

w∈Q
w < 2n
w · 2m ∈ Z
` w : fixedreal[n, m]

VAR Q UANTUM

K ET

Φ = {x 7→ qu τ }
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` x : qu τ

Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` e : τ
Σ; ∆ ` τ : quantizable
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` e : qu τ

v ∈ C ] {i}
` v : complex

`c:τ
Σ; ∆ ` τ : quantizable
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` ket c : ket τ

VAR C TRL

M EASURE

C PLX

Γ(x) = ctrl τ
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` ctrl x : ctrl τ
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` e : qu τ
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` measure e : τ

Σ; ∆; Γ ] {xi 7→ τi | Σ; ∆ ` τi : type} ] {xi 7→ ctrl τi0 | τi = qu τi0 }; Φ2 ] {xi 7→ τi | τi = qu τi0 } ` e : τ
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ1 ] Φ2 ` def ( x1 : τ1 , . . . , xn : τn ) = e0 ; e : τ

Σ; ∆; Γ ] {xi 7→ τi | Σ; ∆ ` τi : type} ] {xi 7→ ctrl τi0 | τi = qu τi0 } ] {f →
7 (τ1 , . . . , τn ) → τ0 }; Φ∅ ] {xi 7→ τi | τi = qu τi0 } ` e0 : τ0
Σ; ∆; Γ ] {f 7→ (τ1 , . . . , τn ) → τ0 }; Φ ` e : τ
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` fun f ( x1 : τ1 , . . . , xn : τn ) : τ0 {e0 } ; e : τ
Σ; ∆; Γ ] {x 7→ τ }; Φ∅ ` e0 : τ0

C MB

A PP F UN

Σ; ∆; Γ ] {f 7→ (τ1 , . . . , τn ) → τ0 }; Φ ` e : τ

∀i, Σ; ∆; ` τi : quantizable

Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` cmb f ( x1 : τ1 , . . . , xn : τn ) : τ0 {e0 } ; e : τ
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ∅ ` e1 : τ2 → τ1
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` e2 : τ2
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` e1 e2 : τ1

I F E LSE

Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ2 ` e2 : τ
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ1 ` e1 : bool Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ2 ` e3 : τ
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ1 ] Φ2 ` if e1 then e2 else e3 : τ

A PP C MB

I F E LSE Q

Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ∅ ` e1 : τ2 ↔ τ1
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` e2 : ctrl τ2
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ ` e1 e2 : qu τ1
τ1 ∈ {qu bool, ctrl bool}
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ2 ` e2 : qu τ2
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ1 ` e1 : τ1
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ2 ` e3 : qu τ2
Σ; ∆; Γ; Φ1 ] Φ2 ` if e1 then e2 else e3 : qu τ2

Table 5. Selected type inference rules for QuaFL programming language expressions.
simulation of quantum computers, and included a complete classical sublanguage for the post-processing of classical data generated
by the quantum part.
There has been significant work in the development of functional languages for quantum computers, with two distinct flavours:
one focusing on classical control and quantum data, and one allowing for quantum control and data. The first variety includes
the work on QPL and Quipper [10, 15], while the second revolves
around Alternkirch and Grattage’s QML [3]. Formal semantics and
compilers for both these languages have been developed, targetting concrete quantum circuits in a random access memory model
of quantum computation and resource-unconstrained quantum circuits. However, QPL remains relatively low-level in its descriptions
of quantum circuits, while QML fails to address some of the more

common patterns in quantum algorithms, such as the automatic
translation of classical irreversible functions into reversible computation to be performed by a quantum computer on quantum data.

6.

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented the QuaFL programming language and its type
system, which helps programmers exploit some of the unique features of quantum computers while navigating the constraints imposed by these devices. There exist many directions for future
work. These include the introduction into QuaFL of more programming language abstractions and features found in other programming languages, improvement of the QuaFL compiler (including
optimizations), and further development of the QuaFL type system.

Figure 6. Screen capture of interactive HTML output from the QuaFL compiler, with syntax highlighting, interactive static analysis results
annotations, and compiled logical quantum circuit output with circuit diagram generated using QCViewer [1].
Adding user-defined recursive data types found in functional
languages such as Haskell and Standard ML would allow programmers to work with high-level data structures such as trees in superposition. Adding a library of common functions on existing types
(such as transcendental functions for quantizable fixed-point real
numbers) would provide more options for programmers who wish
to implement quantum algorithms that apply these functions to data
that is in superposition. It is also possible to make QuaFL a fullfeatured functional programming language for classical computers,
such as Standard ML or Haskell.
Polymorphic or dependent types can be introduced into the
QuaFL type system in order to eliminate the need to define static
integer type parameters. However, whenever a user wishes to generate a logical quantum circuit, it would still be necessary to either
specify the static integer type parameters, or to provide explicit inputs to the algorithm defined by the programmer so the size parameters can be determined at the time of circuit synthesis. A more
powerful symbolic algorithm for validating that different branches
of match expressions are orthogonal can be constructed by invoking existing SMT solvers or other third-party tools. It may also be
of interest to investigate how existing linear type system variants
such as quasi-linear types [11] might relate to the physical realizability constraints the QuaFL type system imposes on programs.
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